NAVAIR NOTICE 13100

From: Commander, Naval Air Systems Command

To: Distribution List

Subj: Model F-8M Aircraft; establishment of model designation

Ref: (a) BUWES13100.7 of 18 Sep 1962, Designating, Redesignating and Naming Military Aircraft

1. Purpose. This Notice promulgates the F-8M Aircraft model designation.

2. Model Designation Establishment. The model designation of F-8M has been approved for the modified version of the F-8A Aircraft. Modifications of the F-8M over the F-8A are as follows:

   (a) Miscellaneous fuselage structural changes
   (b) New extended service life F-8H wing
   (c) Refurbished F-8D/E main landing gear and nose landing gear changes for longer stroke
   (d) Wing stores capability, including provisions for MER/TER and AWW-2A electrical fuzing system
   (e) Hard electrical harness
   (f) Improved (F-8E type) interior/exterior lighting
   (g) Integral starter
   (h) Separation of PC lines
   (i) Ventral provisions

3. Action. Effective immediately, all addressees concerned with the Model F-8M Aircraft shall identify this aircraft in accordance with the subject model designation. This designation shall apply to all correspondence, aircraft service changes, specifications, records, publications and other official business.

4. Type Equipment Code. The type equipment code for Model F-8M Aircraft is AFSP.

5. Cancellation. This Notice is cancelled upon receipt of the next revision of DOD Model Designation of Military Aircraft Book, prepared in accordance with reference (a), or for record purposes 31 August 1967.

N. O. Wittmann
By direction
NAVIRNOTE 13100
8 Mar 1967

DISTRIBUTION LIST: (R activities, estab. quantity; other 2 copies)

SNL: 21 (LANT, PAC); 24A; 24J; 28A; 28B; 29G; 29H; 42; 46;
K2 (NAVAIRS Com HQ only: AIR-00A; AIR-01; AIR-101; AIR-101B,
AIR-102, AIR-10211, AIR-10223, AIR-10321, AIR-02C, AIR-2021,
AIR-302A, AIR-303, AIR-04, AIR-405, AIR-4051, AIR-410, AIR-4102,
AIR-4103C, AIR-4105, AIR-412, AIR-4122, AIR-422, AIR-4233, AIR-05,
AIR-5021, AIR-50213, AIR-505, AIR-5051, AIR-5053D, AIR-510,
AIR-5102E, AIR-5202, AIR-530, AIR-5301B, AIR-530121, AIR-532,
AIR-533F, AIR-534, AIR-536, AIR-536B2, AIR-537, AIR-602, PMA-39);
R10; R30; R30A; R30B; R30C; R30M; R40A (Dallas); R45A1, R45A2;
R45B1; R45B3; R45B4; R45B9; R55; R58A; R60A; R60B; R60D

COPY TO: (2 copies each unless otherwise indicated)

SNL: A4A (CMN-MAT-32, MAT-214 only); A3 (506, 51, 51C, 51L, 51LD (10
copies), 512C, 512D, 512F, 53B1, 09B83); K2 (NAVAIRS Com HQ only:
AIR-510F3, AIR-520226, AIR-520229, AIR-60315 (8 copies), AIR-603211 (40
copies)); A6 (5 copies); J-30; M61 (50 copies); SAF/OC-3B;
FRC, GSA, Alexandria; ASD, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (Code
SEPDT), Ohio 45433; P10A (Crane (Code 1000)(1 copy)); BIS, NAS,
Paxtuxent River, Md., 20670; LTV Aerospace Corporation, Vought
Aeronautics Division, Dallas, Texas 75222

Stocked at NAVAIRS Com HQ (AIR-603211)